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PERSONAL PROFILE

Gil and Renée Beavers 32 year

marriage and years of

premarital training are the

genesis for the Rich

Relationships Podcast, 

Books,and Retreats.

Phone: (404) 936-1642

Email: richrelationships.us@gmail

Website:

www.richrelationshipsus.com

PROFESSIONAL HISTORY

Retired Air Force

MSGG/ IT Specialist

 Gil retired from the Air

Force after serving 23

years  and now is a

goverment  employee.

Gil holds a BA in

Business IT Management  

from WGU.

Author/ Lifestyle 

 Strategist

 Renée  is a entrepreneur and

former 28 year salon owner

who is now a publlished

author. This Lifestyle

Strategist holds a Plant-Based  

Nutrition Cerification from

eCornell

TRAINING
Prepare -Enrich 

Wise Counsel

WGU

PBN eCornell
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BOOK US

Conferences

Panel Discussions

Marriage Retreats

Media Outlet Interviews

Conflict Resolution

Communication

Commitment

Identity

Money

Intimacy

Appetites

SPEAKER TOPICS

CONTACT US

GOD| PEOPLE | FOOD
PODCAST| BOOKS | RETREATS



Story Time
Gil and Renée, are originally from Detroit, Michigan. Their
relationship started out by a simple act of Renee rolling her
pencil of her desk and Gil picking it up. They never knew
such a small act would create a 37 year legacy of love.

Gil and were Renée only 21 when the happily committed to
until death do us part. Gil retired from the Air Force and
Renée  is a former salon owner who has been an
entrepreneur and now author for over 30 years.  They have
lived in over 13 cities throughout the United States and
Germany. 

They are proud parents to an amazing and talented
daughter, Aharon (pronounced like Sharon, except with an
A). They also adopted Renée's little sisters (Carmen and
Monique) after a family tragedy. Today they each have
loving families of their own.

This couple has helped many other couples establish new
habits of love to strengthen their marriage. GIl & Renée's
marriage relationship is providing  tested relationship
principles and a safe community. They are facilitators
through the Prepare and Enrich  Marriage program. Let's
get empty of the pain from our past, unforgiveness,
resentment, shame,and uncommunicated expectations. 

Gil & Renée’s 37-year relationship might mean they know
what it takes to maintain and grow healthy relationships.
They must understand love is a choice. Their 37 years
together also provide evidence of something worth
exploring and modeling. What is their secret, or are the
answers hidden in plain sight?

 

Rich Relationships podcast with Gil. and
Renée M. Beavers is amazing because i’s
the best place to really explore the reality
of relationships — the good, the bad and
the painful and confusing.

This podcast helps to illuminate what it
means to be intimate with others and
what it teaches people about them. It will
make you want to strive for a kinder, more
fun relationship with others.Many
individuals don’t have room in their heart,
or life for people due to un-forgiveness,
regret, shame,and un-communicated
expectations

Rich Relationships is an experience with
principles to learn. There are tools to use
with an emphasis on building, repairing,
and restoring relationships with
individuals, and family in a safe
community environment that will stand in
a world that’s falling apart.We are
Stronger together let's grow!
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